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Introduction 
This document presents different scenarios in which the Business Transaction Protocol 
(BTP) could be used. It attempts to capture the diversity of transactional requirements 
that may be imposed by applications.  
 
Use Cases 
1. Arranging a Night-Out 
2. Home entertainment system 
3. Timed transactions 
4. Manufacturer-Supplier-Shipper 
5. Financial Trading 
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1. Arranging a Night-Out 
Consider the following long running business transaction, illustrated by Figure 1. The 
application activity is concerned with booking a taxi (t1), reserving a table at a restaurant 
(t2), reserving a seat at the theatre (t3), and then booking a room at a hotel (t4). If all of 
these operations were performed as a single transaction (shown by the dotted ellipse), 
then resources acquired during t1 would not be released until the top-level transaction 
has terminated. If subsequent activities t2, t3 etc. do not require those resources, then 
they will be needlessly unavailable to other clients. 

Long-running applications and activities can be structured as many independent, short-
duration top-level transactions, to form a long-running business transaction. This 
structuring allows an activity to acquire and use resources for only the required duration 
of this long-running transactional activity. Therefore, as shown the business transaction 
may be structured as many different, coordinated, short-duration top-level transactions. 

 
Figure 1: An example of a logical long-running “transaction”, without failure.  

However, if failures and concurrent access occur during the lifetime of these individual 
transactional activities then the behaviour of the entire “logical long-running transaction” 
may not possess ACID properties. Therefore, some form of (application specific) 
compensation may be required to attempt to return the state of the system to 
(application specific) consistency. Just as the application programmer has to implement 
the transactional work in the non-failure case, so too will programmers typically have to 
implement compensation transactions, since only they have the necessary application 
specific knowledge. Note, for simple or well-ordered work it is possible to provide 
automatic compensations. 

For example, let us assume that t4 has failed (rolls back). Further assume that the 
application can continue to make forward progress, but in order to do so must now undo 
some state changes made prior to the start of t4 (by t1, t2 or t3). Therefore, new activities 
are started; tc1 which is a compensation activity that will attempt to undo state changes 
performed, by say t2, and t3 which will continue the application once tc1 has completed. 
tc5’ and tc6’ are new activities that continue after compensation, e.g., since it was not 
possible to reserve the theatre, restaurant and hotel, it is decided to book tickets at the 
cinema. Obviously other forms of transaction composition are possible. 
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Figure 2: An example of a logical long-running “transaction”, with failure.  

It should be noted that even with suitable compensations, it can never be guaranteed to 
make the entire activity transactional: in the time between the original transaction 
completing and its compensation running, other activities may have performed work 
based upon the results of the yet to be compensated transaction. Attempting to undo 
these additional transactions (if this is possible) can result in an avalanche of 
compensations that may still not be able to return the system to the state it had prior to 
the execution of the first transaction. In addition, compensations may (continually) fail 
and it will then be extremely important to inform users (or system administrators). Note, 
it will be application specific as to whether or not a compensation should be tried again if 
it does fail. For example, consider the situation where a transaction sells shares and the 
compensation is to buy them back; if the compensation fails it may be inappropriate (and 
expensive) to try it again until it does eventually succeed if the share price is going up 
rapidly. 

2. Home entertainment system 
Let us assume that we are interested in building our own customised home entertainment 
system consisting of TV, DVD player, hi-fi and video recorder. Furthermore, rather than 
purchase each of these from the same manufacturer we want to shop around and get the 
best of each from possibly different sources. 

 
Figure 3: Building a home entertainment system via the Web. 

When we visit the TV site we wish to start a transactional activity, t1, that will allow us to 
search and provisionally reserve (obtain transactional locks on) a number of different 
televisions (set A) that match our requirements. Before t1 terminates, we select a subset 
of the televisions, B, we are interested in, and provide a reference to our online bank 
account which the television site may contact to check that we have sufficient funds. t1 
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then ends, any locks obtained that are not members of B are released as normally for a 
transaction, (allowing other users to acquire them immediately if necessary), and all other 
locks are obtained and passed to t2. 

The sequence of operations for t2, t3, and t4 are identical, where only subsets of items 
(DVD player, hi-fi, video) we have transactionally locked are released when each activity 
terminates. By the time t5 is executed there is a list of items that are locked and under it’s 
control, possibly also including the on-line bank account. Therefore, t5 is responsible for 
committing or rolling back the final purchase order. All locked resources are atomically 
handed off to the next atomic action, and failures do not require compensation: the 
atomicity property of t1, t2, t3, t4 and t5 ensures that either the purchase happens, or it 
does not (and all resources will be released). 

3. Timed transactions 
Many business transactions have specific “real-time” deadlines within which they must 
operate (e.g., purchasing of shares). After the deadline has elapsed, if the business 
transaction has not completed in a normal manner, there will typically be application 
specific ways in which it must terminate (e.g., purchase the shares at the current price if it 
is less than a certain value). However, while this business transaction is running, its 
constituents may still require some or all of the ACID properties associated with 
transactions. 

4. Manufacturer-Supplier-Shipper 
Let’s consider an example business transaction scenario depicted in Figure 4.  

 
Figure 4: Manufacturer-Supplier-Shipper example scenario. 
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A manufacturing company (Manufacturer) needs to order parts from one of its partners 
(Supplier). In order to make its production schedule, the Manufacturer has to make sure 
that the parts are shipped from the Supplier in a given timeframe by a logistics provider 
(Shipper), otherwise the Manufacturer would not be interested in these parts. All the 
parties in this example have automated computer systems that can communicate with 
each other via XML messages. Below we describe the interactions of this business 
transaction: 

1. Manufacturer’s production scheduling system sends an “order” message to 
Supplier. 

2. Supplier’s order processing system sends back an “order confirmation” with the 
details of the order. 

3. Manufacturer orders delivery from Shipper for the ordered parts. Delivery needs 
to occur in two days. 

4. Shipper evaluates the request and based on its truck schedule it sends back a 
confirmation or a “can’t do” message. 

5. Manufacturer either confirms the order and the shipping or it cancels the order, 
since the shipper was unable to fulfil the request 

From the Manufacturer’s point of view all the business messages described above belong 
to a single business transaction. The underlying systems need to make sure that this 
business transaction is 

• Atomic: The parts either get ordered or the order gets cancelled. 

• Consistent: If the parts get ordered, the shipping gets set up. If the shipping 
company cannot promise shipping with the required terms, the order is cancelled. 

• Durable: All parties persist the outcome of the transaction. 

Typically, the Supplier will have multiple business transactions with multiple 
Manufacturers executing concurrently. The time between the order is placed and it is 
confirmed can be long. Therefore it is not feasible for the Supplier to lock its order 
database and wait until the confirmation comes. It will rather book the order when it is 
placed and in case the order gets cancelled, it will invoke a compensating action to 
remove the order from the database. This means that concurrent business transactions 
are not executing in isolation: they are exposed to partial updates made by other 
concurrently executing transactions. 

These requirements are not special to this example; in fact they must be met for any 
transaction that is critical to the business of the participating companies. Therefore an 
application independent facility should exist that can manage the mission critical multi-
company business transactions to ensure the properties above. 

5. Financial Trading 
Many financial trading strategies are composed of several underlying financial products. 

For example, an investor wishes to buy stock in company A in the belief that the stock 
price will rise, but at the same time wishes to ‘insure’ the investment against an 
unexpected drop in the stock price.  

This strategy can be achieved by buying the stock in company A and at the same time 
paying a premium to purchase an option to sell the stock at an agreed price (a ‘put’ 
option). If the stock price rises the return for the investor is the price gain less the 
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premium paid for the option. If the price falls unexpectedly, the investor exercises the 
option to sell the stock and limits the loss. 

To construct this trade the investor requests quotes on the current price of A’s stock and 
also on the ‘put’ option on stock A. Quotes on the stock and the option may be available 
directly from several exchanges, or indirectly through intermediaries or brokers. Prices 
may vary from exchange to exchange and from broker to broker for many reasons, 
including differing transaction costs, broker spreads and option valuation models. 

The ‘value’ of such a trading strategy requires the successful purchase of each component 
or ‘leg’ of the trade at a certain price and at the same time. 

Using a cohesion protocol the investor can automate the quote gathering, quote 
choosing and execution of the trade. 

Within a single cohesion, the investor gathers quotes for the stock and the option from a 
variety of exchanges and brokers. The quotes are only valid for a specified time after 
which they ‘time-out’. The stock quotes are sorted according to some defined business 
logic and then the cheapest executed. Similarly, the option quotes are sorted according to 
some defined business logic and then the cheapest executed. The other quotes are 
ignored and simply time-out. 

 


